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SUMMARY

Apply NLU and ML 
techniques to identify 

attachments that need 
further analysis 


Full visibility into signature 
and details of malicious 

attachments for incident 
response


Static and dynamic 
analysis of attachments for 

malware

Enhance your email 
security posture with multi-
layered malware protection 

to defend against 
sophisticated threats and 

scams, without 
interrupting business email 

workflows



COMPATIBILITY

Office 365


Google Workspace


Microsoft Exchange

DEPLOYMENT

SaaS solution 
connected over API
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With digital communication trends on the rise, attackers have found motivation in disguising 

malware in ways that bypass traditional security filters. Organizations face the difficulty of 

securing every inbound email, understanding every employee interaction and analyzing every 

signature and detail of attachments, in order to provide full coverage and protection. Following 

every signal and path requires hours of manual work and time for security teams and attacks 

can still infiltrate the current preventative care in place. 


Whether .pdf, word document or .zip file, not all attachments are created equal. The ease of 

camouflaging malware within email attachments means more manual intervention is needed 

from security teams. Dynamic analysis is necessary to shed light on these otherwise concealed 

targeted attacks. Native security technology does not provide the flexibility, visibility or fast 

response necessary to mitigate these sophisticated malware attacks and threats before 

sensitive data is exposed.


Armorblox Advanced Malware Detection provides static and dynamic analysis of attachments 

for malware. Malware and advanced persistent threat analysis is provided without interrupting 

business email workflows. This ensures there are no delays in end users gaining access to 

critical emails nor disruption to email-based business workflows, while enabling and integrating 

end users into your cyber defense.


Powered by Natural Language Understanding (NLU) and Machine Learning (ML), Armorblox 

takes this unique approach to threat prevention techniques to identify attachments that need 

further analysis and isolation within Armorblox cloud sandbox; expediting remediation through 

AI-based analysis by targeting only suspicious attachments. 


Multi-layered scanning technology of attachment signatures enables quick identification of 

malicious and zero-day links, as well as potential vendor fraud attempts. Contextual warning 

banners provide end users with real-time awareness during and after malware analysis, to 

prevent engagement with malicious attachments. Quick deployment of incident response is 

made a reality with full visibility into signature and details of attachments. To ensure 

containment of malware threats, detailed analytics into targets of malicious attachments as 

well as insights into attacker behavior are provided. 


Problem
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Benefit


If an email attachment is determined to contain a malicious payload, end users are instantly informed and the 

content is sandboxed in a secure cloud environment. Dynamic analysis allows for testing, replaying, characterizing 

and documentation of the advanced malicious activity. Multi-layered analysis enables the identification of malicious 

and zero-day links, as well as potential vendor fraud attempts. Quick deployment of incident response is provided 

through full transparency into signature and detailed insights into attacker behavior to better understand the threat 

Armorblox stopped.

Stop attacks propagated through email attachments with advanced NLU and secure cloud sandbox 
environment to test, replay, characterize and document advanced malicious activity

Benefit


Enhance your email security posture and defend your organization against sophisticated attacks propagated 

through email attachments. Static and dynamic multi-layered analysis enables visibility and protection against 

targeted malware and advanced persistent threats. Instead of providing protection against malware attacks only 

through the use of sandboxing technology, Machine Learning-based models are applied to every email for dynamic 

content and context analysis. This adds a necessary layer of malware protection by looking at the email in its 

entirety; understanding communication trends and workflows to better detect and protect end users against 

advanced email threats.

Protect against previously unseen, targeted malware and advanced persistent threats using ML-based 
detection models, static analysis and dynamic analysis to capture malware attributes and techniques

Proactively warn end users of threats without introducing delays in email delivery through warning 
banners as files are analyzed

Benefit


Unlike traditional SEGs, Armorblox continuously scans emails for malware and advanced persistent threats without 

interrupting the delivery of business emails. Eliminate delay in business workflows with 98% immediate delivery of 

email to end users, including full malware analysis and triage of malicious attachments. Prioritizing the education of 

end-users versus prohibiting email delivery, proactive warning banners are applied to emails informing recipients 

when files are analyzed and the action taken. Real time updates of analysis results enable end users to make 

educated decisions before engaging or opening an attachment. This ensures there are no delays in end users 

having access to critical emails or disruption to email based business workflows while enabling and integrating end 

users into your cyber defense.

In summary, Armorblox Advanced Malware Detection enables visibility and protection against targeted 
malware and advanced persistent threats. Multi-layered analysis enhances defense against sophisticated 
threats that target organizations and end users, without interrupting business email workflows. 
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